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The single bipolaron problem is examined in the ontext of the 1D Holstein-Hubbard model, emphasizing analogies and dieren es with respe t to the omplementary single polaron physi s. The bipolaron
band stru ture below the phonon threshold is revealed, showing a omplex relationship between numerous
ex ited bands as the adiabati limit is approa hed. Light bipolarons with signi ant binding energy, the
stability of large bipolarons, the small to large bipolaron rossover as a fun tion of the Hubbard repulsion,
as well as the bipolaron disso iation, are investigated in detail, disentangling adiabati , nonadiabati and
latti e oarsening ee ts. It is emphasized that ondensation of bipolarons o urs in the dilute limit only
at very low temperatures.
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1 Introdu tion

rived analyti ally in referen e [23℄. A broader overview of
the bipolaron related physi s may be obtained from referThe polaron represents a quasi-parti le involving a sin- en es [24℄, [25℄ and [26℄.
gle ele tron oupled to the latti e degrees of freedom.
Although a number of methods have been developed in
This oupling introdu es lo al orrelations between the the last de ade to investigate the HH bipolaron problem,
ele tron and the latti e eld, hara terized by a nite the des ription of an important part of the phase diagram,
ele tron-phonon orrelation length dpol and an ee tive whi h involves large adiabati bipolarons and asso iated
mass mpol . The translational symmetry of the latti e is rossovers to other regimes, is still s ant. The problem lies
preserved be ause the ele tron and the latti e eld (de- in ele tron-phonon orrelations that emerge when the ouformation) an travel together. When the lo al Coulomb pling is strong and the ele tron-phonon orrelation length
repulsion is not too strong, a pair of ele trons an bind d is large, d /a ≫ 1 (a is the latti e onstant). Namely,
bp
by sharing a ommon latti e deformation eld. Su h an subp h orrelations
impose parti ular demands on an a uentity is alled a bipolaron. The bipolaron ondensation rate, quantum treatment of bipolarons sin e the orreenergy ∆bp is dened as the dieren e in binding energies lations with many phonons at large distan es from two
of the bipolaron Ebp and two un orrelated polarons Epol , ele trons have to be taken into a ount.
∆bp = 2Epol − Ebp . The bipolaron mass mbp is asso iated
For exa t diagonalization approa hes [13,14,27℄ that
with a joint motion along the latti e of a pair of ele trons
are
based on a trun ation of the Hilbert spa e, the numand the orresponding latti e eld.
The present work is fo used on low-frequen y proper- ber of states that should be onsidered grows exponenties of a single bipolaron in the ontext of the Holstein- tially with in reasing oupling and in reasing dbp . This
Hubbard (HH) model [2℄. Previous investigations of bipo- limits the a essibility of the phase diagram for su h allarons based on this model range from variational studies ulations. Indeed, to best of our knowledge, all present nu[3,4,5,6,7,8℄ to various numeri al approa hes, su h as exa t meri ally a urate studies of the quantum HH bipolarons
diagonalization al ulations for nite lusters [9,10,11,12℄ are restri ted either to weak ouplings or to limited valand the innite latti e [13,14℄, quantum Monte-Carlo sim- ues of the adiabati ratio t/ω0 . 2, where t is the ele tron
ulations [15,16,17℄, the density matrix renormalization group hopping energy and ω0 is the opti al phonon energy of
[18℄, and the luster perturbation theory [19℄. Generaliza- the HH model. In other words, the formation and proptions of the Holstein-Hubbard model have been studied erties of large bipolarons with signi ant binding energy
[20,21℄ by varying the range of the ele tron-phonon inter- still represents a hallenging subje t.
For the half-lling ase, the bipolaroni phase has been
a tion. Perturbative expansion around the atomi limit is
analyzed omprehensively in referen e [22℄, whereas the studied by the dynami al mean eld theory (DMFT) [28℄.
exa t Green's fun tion for the two-sites problem is de- However, this parti ular ase of high harge on entra-
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tion ne essarily diers from the dilute limit, when the
single-bipolaron theory applies. Furthermore, sin e its diagrammati expansion negle ts vertex orre tions involving
phonons at dierent latti e sites, the DMFT for nitedimensional systems fails to des ribe properly the adiabati ele tron-latti e orrelations spanning several latti e
sites [29℄. For the HH model, with lo al oupling and loal phonons, this problem is most pronoun ed for the onedimensional D = 1 system be ause, in this ase, large adiabati (bi)polarons are stable, while su h orrelations for
higher dimensional D > 1 systems [30,31℄ are short-lived.
The treatment developed here ombines the results
found in the adiabati limit with numeri al results obtained by the re ently proposed relevant oherent state
method (RCSM) [32℄. Within the RCSM, (bi)polaron states
are obtained by solving a generalized eigenstate problem.
The latter is dened by hoosing a trial set of the most
relevant wave fun tions after a areful analysis of the properties of the low-frequen y adiabati and nonadiabati orrelations.
The RCSM oers an improvement over previous alulations in several dierent ways. First, it an be applied to any value of the adiabati ratio t/ω0 , in luding
the t/ω0 ≫ 1 part of the bipolaron phase diagram where
the strongly- oupled large bipolarons emerge. Se ond, the
method provides the full low-frequen y band stru ture of
the bipolaron states in luding the ex ited oherent bands,
whi h, to the best of our knowledge, have not been previously reported. Su h analyses allow a detailed des ription of the bipolaron low-frequen y dynami s and extend
the previous investigations, whi h were mainly fo used on
the properties of the ground state, to in lude the ee tive mass and, in some ases, the dispersion of the lowest
bipolaron band. The existen e of the rst ex ited zeromomentum state below the phonon threshold for inelasti
s attering had been demonstrated in referen e [20℄.
The importan e of a su essful treatment of the longrange adiabati orrelations an easily be set in a broader
ontext, involving models for whi h the ele tron-phonon
oupling is not purely lo al (on-site) as in the HH model.
Namely, for any dimension D, the in reasing range of the
ele tron-phonon intera tion results in an in rement of the
orrelation length dbp . For D > 1, this in rement ne essarily introdu es large adiabati bipolarons into the phase diagram. In this respe t the RCSM, used here for D = 1, has
additional advantages sin e it an be implemented with a
high a ura y to a broad range of models and D > 1.
The present paper is organized as follows. After a short
introdu tion to the problem in Se tion 2, Se tion 3 overs the single bipolaron ase, starting with the adiabati
limit and emphasizing analogies with adiabati polarons.
In the next step, dieren es between the polarons and
bipolarons appearing with nonadiabati orrelations are
examined. This is followed by an analysis of the role of
the Hubbard repulsion U on the ondensation energy for
both large and small adiabati bipolarons. In Se tion 4 the
RCSM is used to al ulate a urately the bipolaron spe tra below the phonon threshold for the in oherent s attering. Beside the lowest oherent bipolaron band, additional

oherent ex ited bands are found to be related to ex itations of adiabati ally softened phonon modes of the moving latti e eld. Parti ular attention is paid to the small
and large U adiabati regimes and the parameter spa e in
whi h small light bipolarons are formed with substantial
ondensation energies. Se tion 5 gives a brief dis ussion
of nite temperature ee ts, with emphasis on parti ular
aspe ts of the dilute limit. A summary of the results is
given in Se tion 6.

2 General
The 1D Holstein-Hubbard Hamiltonian is given by [2℄
Ĥ = T̂ + ω0

X

u2n − t

n

− 2g

X

c†n,s cn,s

n,s

X

c†n,s (cn+1,s + cn−1,s )

n,s

un + U

X

ĉ†n,s cn,s c†n,s′ cn,s′ , (1)

n,s6=s′

where cn,s is the annihilation ele tron operator on site n
with spin s =↑, ↓, un is the dimensionless latti e displa ement for the site n, and T̂ represents the latti e kineti
energy shifted, for onvenien e, by the zero-point energy
of the free latti e,
T̂ = −ω0


X  1 ∂2
1
.
+
4 ∂u2n
2
n

(2)

The Hamiltonian (1) des ribes ele trons in the tight binding nearest-neighbor approximation oupled to the dispersionless bran h of opti al phonons. The ele tron-phonon
and ele tron-ele tron intera tions, given by the last two
terms in equation (1), are lo al. While the latter intera tion is instantaneous, the former ontains retardation
ee ts through the latti e oordinates un . un = 1/2 orresponds to the zero-point displa ement of free latti e osillators. We use ω0 as the unit of energy.
In the same way as for polarons [1℄, two fundamentally dierent kinds of orrelative behavior between the
ele tron and latti e subsystems an be distinguished for
HH bipolarons. Adiabati orrelations are des ribed by an
ele tron pair that instantaneously adjusts to the motion
of the latti e deformation eld. On the other hand, during
nonadiabati pro esses, the ele trons temporarily deta h
from the latti e eld.
It is frequently assumed for U = 0 that the parameter
t/ω0 is su ient to distinguish between the regime dominated by the nonadiabati orrelations from the one dominated by the adiabati orrelations. However, it is important to stress that this distin tion should also a ount for
the strength of the ele tron-phonon oupling g/ω0 . That
is, the adiabati orrelations develop only for su iently
strong ouplings, whereas the weak- oupling limit, irrespe tively of t/ω0 , involves purely nonadiabati dynami s
[1℄. For a xed t/ω0 , the latter an always be rea hed by
de reasing g/ω0 .
One important ingredient of the bipolaron physi s are
latti e oarsening (dis reteness) ee ts. The role of these
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3

At this point, it is onvenient to make use [1℄ of the
ee ts is determined by the ele tron-phonon orrelation
length dbp . By analogy with the polaron ase [1℄, the dis- sum rule
reteness of the latti e deformation pins small bipolarons
X
g
(dbp ≈ a), whereas in the opposite limit of large bipolarons
un = Nel
(7)
ũn ,
ũn = 1 ,
ω0
(dbp ≫ a), the ontinuum approximation an be invoked.
n
where Nel is the number of ele trons in the system. This
sum rule follows from the fa t that the homogenous q = 0
3 Adiabati approximation
latti e mode ouples only to the total ele tron density [33℄,
(i)
(i)
In the adiabati limit the ele tron part of the bipolaron whi h is xed. Introdu ing ũn and Λ = εel /Nel εp in
wave fun tion behaves as if it ommutes with the lat- equation (6) as res aled quantities,
ti e kineti energy (2), depending parametri ally on time,
through the latti e deformation,
1
Λ(i) ηn = −
(8)
(ηn+1 + ηn−1 ) − 2 ũn ηn ,
X
Nel λ
†
†
|η(u)i =
(3)
ηn,m cn,↑ cm,↓ |0i ,
n,m
with parameters εp and λ given by εp = g 2 /ω0 and λ =
where, for the sake of brevity, the latti e deformation is εp /t, the adiabati potential UAD (u) rewritten in terms
denoted by an N -dimensional ve tor u ≡ {un }, with N of those quantities takes the form
being the number of latti e sites (N → ∞).
!
For the singlet spin onguration, the two-ele tron wave
Nel
X
X
fun tion (3) satises ηn,m = ηm,n , whereas for the triplet it
(i)
2
2
Λ (ũn , Nel λ) .
ũn + Nel
UAD (u) = εp Nel
satises ηn,m = −ηm,n . Furthermore, in the U → ∞ limit
n
i=0
the singlet solution be omes degenerate with the triplet
(9)
solution. Sin e in the urrent, as well as in other works Here, the summation over i involves the lowest Nel o u[13,20℄ no indi ation of stable U = ∞ singlet bipolarons pied single-ele tron states of equation (8).
is found, it is expe ted that the triplet bipolarons are unEquation (9) is general and valid for any Nel . In parti stable in the whole parameter spa e of
HH model. ular, for the bipolaron (Nel = 2) and the polaron (Nel = 1)
Pthe 1D
∗
With appropriate normalization n,m ηn,m ηn,m = 1, ase, only the ground (i = 0) state of the ele tron spe the expe tation value of the Hamiltonian (1) with respe t trum (8) ontributes to UAD (u). It is singly o upied for
to |η(u)i is obtained as
the polaron and, due to the spin degenera y, doubly so for
the bipolaron. An important onsequen e of this property
ĤAD = T̂ + ω0 u2 + εAD (u) ,
(4) is that UAD (u) for Nel = 2 exhibits the same behavior as
where the adiabati ele tron energy εAD (u) is given by for Nel = 1 with four times larger εp and twi e as large λ,
the ground-state (i = 0) solution ε(0) (u) of
εp ↔ 4εp , λ ↔ 2λ , g ↔ 2g , t ↔ 2t .
(10)
ε(i) (u) ηn,m = −2g (un + um ) ηn,m + U δn,m ηn,n
(5)
−t (ηn+1,m + ηn−1,m + ηn,m+1 + ηn,m−1 ) .

The last two terms in equation (4) are fun tions of u. This
means that they an be interpreted as the latti e potential
energy, hen eforth referred to as the adiabati potential
UAD (u). εAD (u) denes the hange of the latti e potential
energy due to the adiabati orrelations, with respe t to
the free-latti e ase. The ex ited-state solutions (i > 0) of
equation (5) may be used to analyze nonadiabati ee ts.

3.1 Adiabati Holstein (U = 0) bipolaron vs. polaron

Thus, the adiabati Holstein bipolaron problem an be
simply mapped through (10) to the adiabati Holstein polaron problem. This useful property has not been noted
previously.
The quantity in the bra kets on the right hand side
of equation (9) depends only on one parameter, λ. As
known from the polaron theory [34℄, λ denes the adiabati ele tron-phonon orrelation length (the polaron size),
dpol /a ≈ 1 + 2/λ. Using equation (10), one nds that for
the same parameters the adiabati Holstein bipolaron is
always smaller than the polaron, i.e., dbp /a ≈ 1+1/λ. This
also means that the pinning ee ts due to the dis reteness
of the latti e eld are stronger for bipolarons than for polarons. In addition, the bipolarons are hara terized by a
doubled latti e deformation in equation (7), whi h renders
them heavier than polarons.

For U = 0, the ele tron part of the adiabati wave fun tion an be fa torized as a produ t of single-ele tron wave
fun tions. Thus, the energy of the ele tron subsystem is
given by the sum of single-ele tron energies ε(i)
el , the latter
being solutions of
3.2 Nonadiabati
(i)
εel

ηn = −t (ηn+1 + ηn−1 ) − 2g un ηn ,

with ηn the single-ele tron wave fun tion.

orre tions for U = 0

(6) While the simple mapping (10) exists between adiabati
bipolarons and polarons, su h an analogy is absent for
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nonadiabati orre tions involving the ex ited states of the
adiabati ele tron spe trum (5). For polarons, the ground
(i = 0) and ex ited states (i > 0) of the adiabati ele tron
spe trum are given by
(11)
whereas the bipolaron ase involves one- and two-ele tron
ex itations,
εp Λ(i) (ũn , λ) ,

h
i
2εp Λ(i) (ũn , 2λ) + Λ(j) (ũn , 2λ) .

(12)

The omparison of the two spe tra in equations (11)
and (12) reveals an important physi al property: for the
same parameters the bipolaron is "more adiabati " than
the polaron, be ause the former is hara terized by a larger
gap ∆η in the ele tron spe trum between the ground and
ex ited states. In this respe t, it is instru tive to onsider
two opposite limits, the large and the small (bi)polaron
limit, orresponding to λ ≪ 1 and λ ≫ 1, respe tively.
For large adiabati polarons, dbp ≫ a, the gap in the ele tron spe trum ∆η an be evaluated in the ontinuum approximation [35,1℄, whi h gives ∆pol
η = εp λ/4. A ording
to equations (11) and (12), for the same parameters a
four times larger gap is obtained in the bipolaron ase,
∆bp
η = εp λ. In the small (bi)polaron limit, dbp ≈ a, the
gap in the ele tron spe trum is independent of λ, being
pol
two times larger for bipolarons (∆bp
η = 2∆η = 4εp ). For
arbitrary λ, it an easily be veried numeri ally that the
pol
ratio ∆bp
η /∆η lies between the two limiting behaviors dispol
ussed here, 2 ≤ ∆bp
η /∆η ≤ 4.

3.3 Adiabati bipolarons for U 6= 0
In the adiabati regime the main ontribution to the bipolaron binding energy is des ribed by the adiabati potential UAD (u), while the kineti part of the energy, as
well as nonadiabati orre tions, ontributes mu h less to
the total bipolaron binding energy. For this reason, some
important properties of the adiabati bipolarons may be
obtained simply by al ulating the equilibrium latti e deformation, orresponding to the minima of UAD (u). The
approa h that yields the bipolaron behavior from these
minima is hereafter referred to as the stati adiabati approximation (SADA), ree ting the fa t that only the adiabati equilibrium point in the latti e onguration spa e
is being onsidered, while the dynami s are negle ted.
3.3.1 Small bipolarons

The ee ts of the Hubbard repulsion on the formation
of the small bipolarons have been dis ussed in numerous
works. For U = 0 and λ large, the pair of ele trons and the
a ompanying latti e deformation lo alize to a single latti e site, forming a so alled S0 bipolaron [4,13,16℄. With
the weak Hubbard repulsion swit hed on, the ondensation energy is given by ∆S0
bp ≈ 2εp − U . However, for a
stronger repulsion U & 2εp the ele trons tend to avoid

1

∆bp(0)/∆bp(U)
0.8

0.6

S0, λ=2
S1, λ=2

0.4

S2, λ=2
λ=1/2

0.2

0

0

2

4

6

U/εp

8

Figure 1. (Color online) The SADA ondensation energy of
the small (λ = 2) and large (λ = 1/2) bipolaron as a fun tion
of U/εp . For the small bipolaron ase, dierent symbols are
used for S0, S1 and S2 ondensation energies.

the same latti e site. The resulting bipolaron onsisting
of two weakly overlapping small polarons at the nearest
neighbor sites is usually referred to as an S1 bipolaron [4℄.
By keeping only the leading orre tions in 1/U and 1/λ
small, the SADA ondensation energy of the S1 bipolarons
takes the form
2
2
∆S1
bp ≈ 4t /U − εp /λ .

(13)

an easily be interpreted by starting from
In fa t, ∆S1
bp
the U = ∞ limit. For U = ∞, pla ing two small polarons
next to ea h other divides the energy gain asso iated with
the adiabati spreading of the small polaron by half. This
repulsive ee t is des ribed by the 1/λ2 orre tion to the
small-bipolaron binding energy εp , i.e., by the se ond term
in equation (13). Returning to the nite U ase, the S1
bipolaron is stabilized for U . 4εp by the superex hange
energy, given by the rst term in equation (13).
In Figure 1 the binding energy of the small bipolaron
(λ = 2) is shown as a fun tion of U/εp by urves with
symbols. The urves are normalized by the U = 0 value
of ∆bp . For λ = 2, the SADA transition in Figure 1 between the S0 ( ir les) and S1 (squares) bipolarons o urs
for U/εp ≈ 1.8. The se ond SADA transition in Figure 1
takes pla e for U/εp ≈ 3.8, involving a transition between
S1 (squares) and S2 (diamonds) bipolarons. S2 denotes a
bipolaron onsisting of two weakly bound small polarons
at next-nearest neighbor sites. In reasing U further, the
SADA gives weakly overlapping small polarons at in reasing distan es (Si, i > 2), with a vanishing binding energy.
By al ulating the minima of the adiabati potential as
a fun tion of U to the leading orre tion in 1/λ small, it
may be shown [38℄ that two polarons be ome unbound for
a riti al value of the Hubbard repulsion Uc . In parti ular, for 1/λ = 0 this value is given by Uc = 12 εp , with
Uc shifting towards larger values as λ de reases away from
the atomi limit 1/λ = 0 [38℄.
Be ause of strong latti e oarsening ee ts, the S0 and
S1 bipolarons, orresponding to two minima (lo al and
global) of the adiabati potential UAD (u), are separated
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by a substantial energy barrier. Consequently, at the transition between dierent Si bipolarons (i = 0, 1, . . .) the
SADA ondensation energy ∆bp in Figure 1 exhibits a
pronoun ed singularity in its slope. This behavior should
be ontrasted to the large bipolaron ase dbp ≫ a disussed in Se tion 3.3.2, for whi h the latti e oarsening
ee ts are negligible and the SADA ondensation energy
∆bp behaves smoothly [see the λ = 1/2 ase in Figure 1℄.
In general, kineti and nonadiabati ontributions are
expe ted to smear any singular behavior of the exa t ondensation energy ∆bp . Indeed, unlike in Figure 1, ∆bp alulated numeri ally by the RCSM in Se tion 4 always exhibits a smooth rossover between dierent Si bipolarons.

un
0.4

U=0
U=2εp

5

λ=1/2

U=4εp
0.3

0.2

U=6εp
U=8εp

0.1

0

-10

0

10

n

The SADA latti e deformation of large bipolarons
(λ = 1/2) as a fun tion of U , showing the disso iation of the
bipolaron in the adiabati limit.
Figure 2.

3.3.2 Large bipolarons

The problem of the large HH bipolaron has attra ted mu h
less attention in the literature than has the problem of the
small bipolaron. In the ontinuum approximation, appropriate for dbp ≫ a, Uc = 2.5 εp has been reported [36,37℄
as the riti al strength of the Hubbard repulsion above
whi h the adiabati bipolaron is unstable with respe t to
forming two separate adiabati polarons. This value has
been obtained by a variational te hnique involving a produ t of single-ele tron wave fun tions.
Here, in the ontext of the SADA, the ondensation
energy of the large adiabati HH bipolaron is studied by
al ulating the exa t minima of UAD (u), without assuming in advan e any parti ular fun tional form of the adiabati ele tron wave fun tion.
While the behavior of the bipolaron ondensation energy ∆bp in the small bipolaron limit 1/λ → 0 may be
approximately obtained [38℄ from the leading orre tions
in 1/λ small, the general ase en ompasses the summation
of the whole 1/λ, 1/U expansion of the adiabati binding
energy. Within the SADA, this summation is performed
numeri ally, by using an iterative s heme proposed in referen e [4℄, supplemented with appropriate modi ations
ne essary to preserve numeri al stability in the large bipolaron limit. Following this pro edure, the stability of large
adiabati bipolarons is established for mu h larger values
than predi ted before.
In Figure 1 the ondensation energy ∆bp of the large
adiabati polaron is shown as a fun tion of U/εp (full
urve). Comparing ∆(U )/∆(0) for the small and large
bipolaron ases (λ = 2 vs. λ = 1/2), one observes that
the ondensation energy of the large adiabati bipolarons
drops more slowly. This also means that the riti al value
of the Hubbard repulsion Uc for the bipolaron stability
in reases as λ de reases, shifting Uc to mu h larger values
(Uc > 12εp). However, as it may be seen from Figure 1,
irrespe tively of λ, whi h denes the size of the bipolaron,
∆bp is rapidly suppressed by U/εp , be oming exponentially small for U/εp & 4.
Further insights into the formation of large bipolarons
as a fun tion of the Hubbard repulsion U an be obtained
by examining the SADA latti e deformation. In Figure 2
this deformation is plotted for λ = 1/2 and various values
of U/2εp = i, 0 ≤ i ≤ 4. With in reasing U , the large

bipolaron in Figure 2 progressively transforms into a pair
of weakly bound large polarons at in reasing distan e. As
may be seen from Figure 2, the latti e deformation at the
entral bipolaron site n = 0 is the largest for U/εp . 4. On
the other hand, for U/εp & 4 the largest deformation is
found for non entral sites n 6= 0. A lose inspe tion shows
that, for some values of U , the enter of the symmetry
of the SADA latti e deformation is in fa t between two
latti e sites, e.g., between the n = 0 and n = 1 sites
for U/2εp = 3 and U/2εp = 4 in Figure 2. The same
symmetry of the latti e deformation is found in the small
bipolaron limit for the S1 bipolarons.
When ∆bp obtained by the SADA a quires small values, orre tions asso iated with the latti e kineti energy
are de isive for the stability of the adiabati bipolaron.
The results start to be even more intriguing when nonadiabati ontributions assume an important role. In this
ontext, the interesting ase appears when one starts in
the U → ∞ limit with two nonadiabati polarons. By dereasing U the two polarons ondense into a bipolaron,
whi h for U = 0 may be dominated by the adiabati dynami s. In order to des ribe a urately su h a kind of
rossovers involving a mixture of adiabati and nonadiabati dynami s one has to rely on numeri al approa hes
like the RCSM.

4 Numeri al results
In Se tion 3 the adiabati limit was dis ussed in terms
of the SADA results. Beyond this, the appli ation of the
RCSM allows a dynami al quantum des ription of bipolarons as well as the extension of the urrent study to the
whole parameter spa e.
It is instru tive to start the numeri al analysis with a
omparison to other methods, when the latter are appliable, so as to establish the a ura y of the RCSM. For
ω0 = t = g the value of the RCSM ground state (zero momentum K = 0) energy is Ebp = −5.420 ω0 , whi h is lose
to the pra ti ally exa t value of Ebp = −5.424 ω0 [13℄. For
the same parameters, high a ura y (Ebp = −5.419 ω0 ) is
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also a hieved by a variational method des ribed in referen e [6℄.

4.1 Nonadiabati

-2

E

E

ontributions

The dieren es between the nonadiabati dynami s of bipolarons and polarons be ome evident by omparing the
spe tra for U = 0 through the s aling given by equation (10). For this purpose Figure 3 is used, with RCSM
urves obtained by varying λ = λbp = 2λpol , while t =
tbp = tpol /2 is kept xed. For the right panel of Figure 3
the ratio t/ω0 is hosen to be mu h larger than for the
left panel in order to ontrast the behavior obtained lose
to the adiabati limit with the regime where the nonadiabati ee ts play a signi ant role. For the dierent hoi e
of λ s ales, both panels exhibit similar band-narrowing effe ts. However, due to the very dierent values of t/ω0 ,
two dierent physi al me hanisms are involved.
In Figure 3, the lowest bipolaron band is represented
by the gray area, with boundaries dened by the K = 0
and K = π states. This bipolaron band is ompared, using
the s aling in equation (10), to the energy of the lowest
polaron band, whose boundaries are given by the full thi k
K = 0 and K = π urves. The dashed urve in Figure 3 is
twi e the energy of the polaron ground state, plotted for
λ = λbp and t = tbp . It denes the threshold energy for
the stability of the bipolaron K = 0 (ground) state.
For λpol = 2λbp and tpol = 2tbp , in the absen e of
nonadiabati ontributions, the bipolaron and the polaron
bands in Figure 3 should be the same. However, the left
panel (tpol = 2tbp = ω0 ) in Figure 3 learly shows a larger
bandwidth of the polaron band, indi ating that the nonadiabati ontributions are more e ient in delo alizing
the polarons. As the de rease of the adiabati gap in the
ele tron spe trum ∆η leads to an in reasing importan e of
nonadiabati ee ts, the dieren es between the bipolaron
and the polaron band be ome more pronoun ed towards
the weak- oupling (left) side of the left panel in Figure 3
(∆η . ω0 ). The explanation is quite simple. In nonadiabati pro esses the ele tron is temporally deta hed from
the latti e deformation. Sin e two ele trons have to work
ooperatively in order to nonadiabati ally delo alize the
bipolaron, it is not surprising that the polaron delo alizes
nonadiabati ally more e iently through single ele tron
pro esses.
On the ontrary, for the large t/ω0 used in the right
panel of Figure 3 (tpol = 2tbp = 64 ω0 ), the dieren es between dispersions of the polaron and the bipolaron bands
are hardly seen. In other words, the dynami s is almost
ompletely adiabati . The signi ant band-narrowing in
the right panel of Figure 3 is governed by latti e oarsening ee ts that be ome stronger as λ in reases, rather
than by the hange in the nature of the ele tron-phonon
orrelations (i.e., adiabati vs. nonadiabati ), as it is in
the left panel of Figure 3.
The qualitative dieren e between the two (bi)polaron
band-narrowing me hanisms in the two panels of Figure 3
may be argued further from the behavior of the bipolaron
binding energy Ebp . This energy in Figure 3 orresponds

-134

-4

-136

-138

tpol=2tbp=1

λpol=2λbp

λpol=2λbp
-6

1

tpol=2tbp=64

2

λ

3

0.5

0.6

λ

(Color online) The RCSM lowest band, bounded by
K = 0 and K = π states, for the Holstein bipolaron (gray area)
and polaron (full thi k urves) are ompared as a fun tion of
λpol = 2λbp for tpol = 2tbp = ω0 (left panel) and 64 ω0 (right
panel) xed (note dierent λ and energy s ales in two panels). The dashed urves are twi e the RCSM polaron ground
state energy for λ = λbp , dening the energy threshold for the
bipolaron stability. (ω0 is used as the unit of energy.)
Figure 3.

to the energy dieren e between the minimal energy of
two free ele trons −4tbp and the bottom of the bipolaron
bands. As one may observe, Ebp takes very dierent values
in the left and right panels of Figure 3. In parti ular, the
small (large) binding energy in the left (right) panel of
Figure 3 dire tly indi ates the small (large) gap in the
adiabati ele tron spe trum ∆η ∝ Ebp , dis ussed already
in onne tion with equations (11) and (12). For ∆η . ω0
nonadiabati dynami s prevails, while ∆η & ω0 represents
the opposite, dominantly adiabati behavior.

4.2 Bipolaron band stru ture
Depending on parameters, ex ited oherent bipolaron bands
may emerge below the phonon threshold for the in oherent s attering. In fa t, due to the energy onstraint in situations when the low-frequen y oherent bands are suiently narrow, oherent bands an also be found above the
threshold energy. Namely, with narrow bands at the bottom of the spe trum, some parts of the spe trum above the
phonon threshold may remain ina essible to in oherent
phonon ex itations that add ω0 (opti al phonon energy)
to the total energy of the system. Analogous behaviors of
the polaron spe trum have been found in investigations
reported in referen es [40,41℄.
In a manner similar to that dis ussed for the lowest
band in onne tion with Figure 3, under the substitution
of parameters (10) any dieren es between the ex ited polaron and bipolaron bands in the U = 0 ase should be
attributed to nonadiabati ee ts. Sin e these dieren es
do not bring any essentially new behavior and sin e the polaron band stru ture as a fun tion of the oupling onstant
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g has been extensively reported upon previously [1,27,32℄,

we turn instead to the role of the Hubbard repulsion.
4.2.1 Relation to soft normal modes

By revealing ex ited bipolaron bands, the RCSM is able to
provide a detailed perspe tive of various aspe ts of bipolaron formation. The ex ited bands are asso iated with
the adiabati ally softened phonon modes that move along
the latti e with the bipolaron. Thus, by analogy with the
polarons [27℄, the ex ited bipolaron bands serve as ngerprints of adiabati orrelations. Generally speaking, the
strongest adiabati orrelations should be expe ted in the
low-frequen y part of the bipolaron spe trum, for whi h
the orresponding latti e deformation is the slowest. The
absen e of the ex ited bipolaron bands below the phonon
threshold therefore indi ates that, for all frequen ies, the
dynami s is nonadiabati . Namely, the ele trons deta h
nonadiabati ally from the phonon loud too frequently
and the u tuations of the latti e at dierent sites remain
adiabati ally un orrelated (non-softened) by ele trons. Indeed, in the weak- oupling regime (∆η < ω0 ) one always
nds only the lowest oherent bipolaron band below the
phonon threshold.
Due to the softening of the phonon modes, the bipolaron band stru ture starts to be parti ularly intriguing
upon approa hing the adiabati limit. More spe i ally,
by varying U , the bipolaron band stru ture transforms
from the polaron-like behavior at U = 0 [in the sense of
equation (10)℄ to the large U behavior, when the bipolaron onsists of two weakly overlapping polarons sharing
the same enter of mass oordinate. This gradual transformation of the band stru ture is examined in detail in
Figures 4-6.
The four panels in Figure 4 show the SADA (equilibrium) latti e deformation un and the lowest four adiabati (soft) normal bipolaron modes. The rst two panels
in Figure 4 orrespond to the entry and exit values of the
parameter U , as a fun tion of whi h the bipolaron band
stru ture is plotted in Figure 5. The two remaining panels
in Figure 4 orrespond to the entry and exit values of the
parameter U for whi h the band stru ture is shown Figure 6 and dis ussed in Se tion 4.2.3 in the ontext of the
large U limit.
As in Figure 2, the disso iation of the bipolaron as a
fun tion of U an easily be tra ked in Figure 4 from un .
The parameter λ in Figure 4 is approximately twi e as
large as in Figure 2 (λ = 0.98 vs. λ = 1/2). Consequently,
the bipolarons in Figure 4 exhibit signi ant latti e oarsening ee ts, being set by this parti ular hoi e of λ in the
vi inity of the rossover regime between the large and the
small adiabati bipolarons.
The normal adiabati modes of the bipolaron latti e
deformation eld, shown in Figure 4, are obtained using
the harmoni approximation for the adiabati potential
UAD in equation (9). They may be distinguished a ording to the number of nodes and their parity. Namely, the
modes are even or odd under ree tion with respe t to
the enter of the equilibrium latti e deformation at n = 0.
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Figure 4. (Color online) The SADA latti e deformation and
the lowest four (soft) normal modes as a fun tion of U (λ =
0.98, t/ω0 = 200).

Depending on the parameters used, the energies of the
modes with dierent parities may ross.
Although al ulated by breaking the translation symmetry of the adiabati bipolaron problem, the normal modes
in Figure 4 give a lear meaning to the internal stru ture
of the low-frequen y adiabati dynami s. That is, by onsidering the relationship between the normal mode oordinates and the adiabati oordinate that orresponds to
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the translational bipolaron motion along the latti e, one
may distinguish between the lo al dynami s orthogonal
to the motion of the enter of mass and the translational
motion of the enter of mass itself.
4.2.2 Band stru ture for small

E
P
B

U

In the small U regime, the main ee t of the Hubbard repulsion is to in rease the size of the bipolaron. For this
reason the bipolaron band stru ture in Figure 5 bears
many resemblan es to the small to large polaron rossover
[1,32℄ as λ is varied. Starting with narrow bands on the left
(small bipolaron) side of Figure 5, as U is in reased the
widths and the distan es between various ex ited bands
be ome omparable. As U is in reased further the band
stru ture on the right side of Figure 5 develops the large
bipolaron behavior.
The bipolaron bands in Figure 5 are given in terms of
9 states with dierent momenta K , K = m × π/8, with
0 ≤ m ≤ 8. All the energies are shifted by the ground state
energy of the bipolaron. In order to simplify the analysis,
additional bands below the phonon threshold asso iated
with higher normal modes are not onsidered in Figure 5
(e.g., N 3, N 4 modes shown in Figures 4a and 4b, and
higher modes).
The detailed understanding of the band stru ture in
Figure 5 involves a distin tion between two basi ee ts
[1,32℄. The rst explains the bandwidths, and is related
to the so alled Peierls-Nabarro (PN) barrier ∆P N . The
se ond explains the hybridization between ex ited bands
and is related to the ee tive oupling between normal
modes.
Regarding the role of the PN barrier, shifting the large
adiabati bipolaron a ross the unit ell from its exa t equilibrium position has a very small energeti ost ∆P N ≪
ω0 . Namely, be ause the latti e oarsening ee ts are suppressed for dbp ≫ a, the shape of the large bipolaron is
almost preserved at any point of the minimal energy path
for the bipolaron translation that onne ts the exa t minima of the adiabati potential UAD (u). This ee t may be
observed in the frequen y of the pinning P mode, whi h
vanishes in the ∆P N → 0 limit. Consequently, the large
bipolaron moves along the latti e almost as a free partile. On the other hand, due to the latti e dis reteness, the
shape of the small bipolaron hanges substantially within
the unit ell along the minimal energy path for the translation. Therefore, for small bipolarons the PN barrier is
large, ∆P N ≫ ω0 , whi h results in the very narrow bipolaron bands in the spe trum observed in the left part of
Figure 5. Their positions in the spe trum orrespond to
the ex itation energies of the normal modes shown in Figure 4. At the left side of Figure 5 the bands are denoted
a ordingly, e.g., the band asso iated to the simultaneous
ex itation of the pinning and breather mode is denoted by
BP .
The se ond ee t that requires onsideration is the effe tive oupling between the normal modes. The lowest
even (breather) mode, denoted by B in Figures 4a and
4b, involves vibrations of the bipolaron size, whereas the

PP
BB BP
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1
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U/εp 3

(Color online) The bipolaron band stru ture as a
fun tion of U (t/ω0 = 200, g = 14, λ = 0.98). The lowest and
ex ited bands orresponding to the ex itations of the pinning
P and breather B normal modes are shown.
Figure 5.

lowest odd (pinning) mode, denoted by P , displa es the
enter of mass. The hange in the shape of the small bipolaron along the minimal energy path results in a strong
ee tive oupling between the P and the B mode [1,32℄.
This explains the strong hybridization of the ex ited bands
in the entral part of Figure 5.
For the large bipolarons in the right part of Figure 5,
gaps between various bands (asso iated with dierent kineti energies of the translational motion) lose as ∆P N →
0, whereas the hybridization between ex ited bands involving dierent degrees of freedom (e.g., P and B ) beomes weak. B on the right side of Figure 5 denotes the
K = 0 state at the bottom of the band asso iated with
the ex itation of the breather mode. The position of this
K = 0 state in the spe trum is approximately given (up to
the kinemati ee ts [35℄) by the frequen y of the breather
B mode of the large bipolaron, shown in Figure 4b.
4.2.3 Band stru ture for large

U

Turning now to large U , it is onvenient to dis uss the
bipolaron properties in terms of two overlapping polarons.
Starting with Figures 4, instead of B for breather, P
for pinning, et ., it is useful to introdu e a new ategorization of the normal modes, NR , Nr , Nb , Na . Here,
NR and Nr an be understood as bonding and antibonding ombinations of the two pinning modes orresponding to the two overlapping polarons. The normal mode
NR is odd and displa es the enter of the bipolaron mass,
whereas the mode Nr is even and des ribes vibrations of
the distan e between two polarons. Similarly, the next two
normal modes Nb and Na may be understood as bonding (even) and antibonding (odd) ombinations of two
breather modes, representing the in phase and antiphase
vibrations of the polarons' sizes.
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(Color online) The large bipolaron band stru ture
for large U (t/ω0 = 200, g = 14, λ = 0.98, as in Figure 5).
Beside the bands asso iated to the translation motion of the
bipolaron with zero point motion of the normal modes, the
bands with ex ited normal modes Nr and Nb are shown as
well.
Figure 6.

The bipolaron band stru ture for large U is shown
in Figure 6. Steps in gray shading represent the in rease
in the number of overlapping bands in the spe trum. As
in Figure 5, all energies are shifted by the ground state
energy. The band boundaries orrespond to the K = 0
(full urves) and K = π (dashed urves) states. Whi h
of the two K states a tually denes the bottom and the
top of the orresponding band depends on the parity of
the states. For example, the ground K = 0 and the lowest
K = π state in Figure 5 are even, and dene the lower and
upper boundaries of the lowest band, respe tively. A small
gap (white area) separates this lowest band from the rst
ex ited band that starts with the K = π state of odd parity. In the absen e of latti e dis reteness ee ts, the gap
between the lowest two bands loses, and the dispersion of
the bipolaron states is given simply by Ebp (K) ∝ K 2 /mbp ,
where mbp denotes the bipolaron ee tive mass. The states
asso iated with the momenta K = π and K = 2π ( orresponding to the NR oordinate) are represented separately
in Figure 6.
Unlike in Figure 5, where the ee tive mass mbp of
the bipolaron de reases on in reasing the bipolaron size
with U , in Figure 6 U has the opposite ee t. Namely, the
bandwidth of the lowest band learly de reases with U ,
indi ating that the polaron pair be omes heavier as the
mutual distan e between the polarons in reases.
Beside the bands asso iated with the in reasing kineti
energy of the joint motion of two polarons along the latti e, in Figure 6 additional bands asso iated to two even
normal modes Nr and Nb are shown, with the K = 0
states denoted a ording to the nature of the ex itation
involved. In parti ular, it may be seen from the K = 0
state denoted by Nr in Figure 6 that the frequen y of the
Nr mode de reases with U . This behavior is expe ted on
the basis that the restoring for e for the vibrations of the
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distan e between two polarons vanishes when the bipolaron dissolves into two unbound polarons.
It is also worth noting that, by sharing the same parity,
the Nr Nr state (double ex itation of the Nr mode, K =
0) and the Nb state (single ex itation of the Nb mode,
K = 0), anti ross in the entral part of Figure 6. That
is, the K = 0 state denoted by Nb on the left side of
Figure 6 hanges its nature, being dominantly a double
ex itation of the Nr mode on the right side of Figure 6. In
other words, the hybridization between bands asso iated
to the Nb and Nr ex itations of the bipolaron o urs in
Figure 6. However, in ontrast to the hybridization due
to latti e oarsening ee ts in Figure 5, in Figure 6 one
observes only a weak ee t of the kinemati [35℄ origin,
without abrupt hanges in the dispersion properties.

4.3 Light bipolarons with signi ant ondensation
energies
While the adiabati limit ∆η ≫ ω0 involves large latti e
deformations that make the bipolaron heavy, the weakoupling limit orresponds to the opposite situation. In
this respe t, it is interesting to onsider whi h values of
U give the most stable, light bipolaron solutions. The existen e of light bipolarons with signi ant ondensation
energies has attra ted parti ular attention in the ontext
of bipolaron super ondu tivity [42℄ and ndings that indi ate the importan e of the ele tron-phonon intera tion
in high-Tc materials [43℄.
In the HH model, one nds [13,3,6℄ that light bipolarons with signi ant binding energies exist when the relevant energy s ales governing the bipolaron dynami s are
omparable, t ∼ ∆η & ω0 . It is emphasized here that this
spe i regime of parameters orresponds to the rossover
between the weak- oupling limit and the regime of small
bipolarons hara terized by strong adiabati orrelations
and latti e oarsening ee ts. In other words, light bipolarons with signi ant binding energies involve a subtle
balan e of parameters.
Figure 7a shows the RCSM bipolaron ee tive mass
mbp for three values of the Hubbard repulsion, U/ω0 =
0, 2, 4. The polaron ee tive mass mpol (dashed urve) is
plotted for omparison. A weak renormalization of mpol
indi ates the weak- oupling regime for the polaron ase,
i.e., the dynami s are fully nonadiabati . On the other
hand, in ontrast to polarons, the bipolaron spe trum (not
shown) exhibits ex ited bands below the phonon threshold
for the set of parameters investigated in Figure 7, meaning
that the adiabati orrelations are signi ant.
The RCSM bipolaron ground-state energy (full urves)
is shown in Figure 7b for the same set of parameters used
in Figure 7a. In the small (S0) bipolaron limit (εp λ ≫
εp ≫ ω0 and εp & U ), orresponding to the right side of
Figure 7b, the ground-state energy approa hes asymptoti ally the values plotted by the thin dashed urves and is
given by
Ebp ≈ −4εp − εp /λ2 + U .

(14)
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interse ts it. Yet, for this parti ular regime of parameters,
the expe ted relation mbp ≈ 2mpol is obeyed in Figure 7a.
This result shows that the overall RCSM pi ture of the
bipolaron disso iation for ∆bp → 0 is semi-quantitatively
orre t.
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∆bp → 0. In parti ular, instead of approa hing asymptoti ally the thi k dashed ∆bp = 0 urve from below in Figure 7b, the RCSM ground-state energy urve for U = 4ω0

Table 1. Bipolaron RCSM ondensation energy as a fun tion
of U for two values of the ee tive mass. All the energies are
in units of ω0 (t = 2.5 ω0 ).
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Figure 7. (Color online) a) The RCSM bipolaron ee tive
mass for U/ω0 = 0, 2, 4. b) The RCSM bipolaron ground-state
energy for the same parameters.

The rst term is the energy of two ele trons lo alized at
the same site (S0 bipolaron), while the se ond term is
the energy gain due to the adiabati spreading of the S0
bipolaron to the two neighboring sites. Upon substitution
of parameters (10), the rst two terms in equation (14)
represent the energy of the small adiabati polaron alulated to the leading order in small 1/λ. The ee ts of
small Hubbard repulsion in equation (14) are taken without 1/λ orre tions, as if two ele trons were permanently
sharing the same latti e site.
In the rossover towards weak ouplings ( entral part
of Figure 7b), signi ant deviations from equation (14)
start to o ur. Namely, with de reasing g and/or in reasing U , the spreading of the latti e deformation renders
bipolarons lighter and simultaneously suppresses the gap
in the adiabati ele tron spe trum ∆η . Su h suppression
introdu es signi ant nonadiabati orrelations.
The range of nonadiabati orrelations in reases radi ally in Figure 7b for states lose to the threshold energy for the bipolaron stability, when the bipolaron dissolves nonadiabati ally into two polarons. The des ription
of su h weak and long-ranged nonadiabati orrelations is
quite approximate within the RCSM (and other appli a-

For the regime t ∼ ∆η ∼ ω0 , the relationship between
the ondensation energy ∆bp and the ee tive mass mbp
is further elu idated in Table 1. One observes that, for a
given ee tive mass, the ondensation energy monotonially de reases with U . This means that the most favorable
onditions for the formation of very light HH bipolarons
with large ondensation energies are a hieved when the
Hubbard repulsion is negligible.

5 Entropy onsiderations
In the HH model the ee tive intera tion between individual bipolarons is repulsive [13℄. Therefore, assuming a
positive ondensation energy ∆bp > 0, the ele trons tend
to ondense in pairs. A naive expe tation in su h ir umstan es is that the majority of harge arriers ondense
into bipolarons up to temperatures omparable to ∆bp .
However, the entropy of the ele tron-phonon system depends on the density of harge arriers and the ratio of
the on entrations of polarons and bipolarons in the system exhibits a more intri ate behavior. Therefore, while
the single polaron physi s may be invoked for the dilute
∆bp < 0 limit, the bipolaron problem ∆bp > 0 requires additional onsiderations. That is, in the dilute limit, even a
small temperature T an drive the system from the bipolaroni ground state (T = 0) to the polaron phase be ause
the latter is favored by the gain in the free energy through
the in rease of the entropy S . This fa t is frequently overlooked and, instead, only the binding energy is used to
estimate the relative on entrations of polarons and bipolarons.
In this onne tion it is instru tive to onsider the small
(bi)polaron limit, for whi h the length of lo al ele tronphonon orrelations d redu es to just one latti e site, d/a →
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1. In this limit, the analysis is onsiderably simplied be-

ause of the vanishing overlaps between bipolarons and
polarons, while the Pauli ex lusion prin iple prohibits the
double o upan y of latti e sites by ele trons with the
same spin. If there are N latti e sites, the number of permutations of pla ing two ele trons involved in small polarons on the latti e is N (N − 1)/2, whereas the small
bipolaron an be pla ed at N dierent sites. It follows
that the gain in entropy of forming two polarons in reases
logarithmi ally with the system size S ∼ ln(N ). The exited states of the bipolaron do not play a fundamental
role here, sin e the number of them is nite, independent
of N and given approximately by dbp ∆bp /aω0 .
For a given total harge on entration c per site the
average on entration per site of small bipolarons cbp and
the spin-degenerate on entrations of small polarons c↑↓
whi h satisfy c = 2cbp + c↑ + c↓ , an be expressed by [44℄
2c↑ (1 − e

β∆bp

s

) = 1 − (1 − c) 1 +

c(2 − c) β∆bp
e
, (15)
(1 − c)2

with β being the inverse temperature. Although derived
previously [44℄, some important aspe ts of equation (15)
remain to be emphasized. In parti ular, for any nite β in
the dilute limit c → 0 of equation (15), all the harge is
assigned to the polarons [45℄,
2c↑ ≈

1 − (1 − c)(1 + c eβ∆bp )
≈c.
(1 − eβ∆bp )

(16)

With the in rease of the total harge on entration c, the
ratio c↑ /c rapidly de reases provided that β∆bp is large.
For example, for β∆bp = 10 and c = 0.05 the ratio cbp /c
is lose to 0.97. Yet, for smaller ondensation energies like
β∆bp = 5, large relative values of bipolaron on entration
cbp /c > 0.8 are obtained for c > 0.2. Thus, the observation
of bipolarons in the dilute limit is possible only for low
enough temperatures β∆bp ≫ 1. Otherwise, only polarons
will be observed.
In general, for ∆bp > 0 and dbp arbitrary, overlapping
polarons and bipolarons are simultaneously present in the
system, whi h ompli ates the estimation of their ratio as
a fun tion of doping and temperature. Nevertheless, the
free energy gain related to the formation of two polarons
instead of the bipolaron is large whenever the orrelation
length satises dbp /a ≪ c−1 .

6 Summary
The urrent work provides a thorough examination of the
low-frequen y properties that hara terize the formation
of bipolarons within the 1D Holstein-Hubbard model. Parti ular attention is devoted to the analogies and dieren es
with respe t to polarons, sin e the properties of these two
kinds of quasiparti les are expe ted to govern the behavior
of the ele tron-phonon system in the dilute limit.
For both, the bipolarons and the polarons, the deep
di hotomy in the ele tron-phonon orrelations is fundamentally the same, i.e., adiabati vs. nonadiabati . The
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rst interesting observation along these lines is that for

U = 0 the adiabati bipolarons and polarons exhibit the

same spe trum under the simple s aling of parameters,
derived here in equation (10). It is next argued that, for a
given set of parameters, bipolarons are always more adiabati than polarons. This allows some easy predi tions of
the bipolaron behavior using the already known polaron
behavior.
As a fun tion of U , two basi limiting behaviors may
be distinguished. For U small, the repulsion between ele trons in reases the bipolaron size and, depending of parameters, one may observe a small to large bipolaron rossover
that is very similar to the small to large polaron rossover
when the polaron size is varied through λ = g 2 /t ω0 . For
U large, the bipolaron may be dis ussed in the pi ture
of two overlapping polarons that move together along the
latti e. As shown here, detailed aspe ts of the small and
large U behavior may be easily understood from the bipolaron band stru ture. The latter, in luding the previously
unreported ex ited bands, is al ulated by the RCSM, a
method that has previously been su essfully applied to
the polaron problem. As for polarons, the ex ited bipolaron bands are asso iated with the adiabati ally softened
phonon modes of the moving latti e eld. When the weakoupling regime is a hieved, the softening ee ts are suppressed ompletely by the nonadiabati dynami s and the
bipolaron spe trum below the phonon threshold involves
only the lowest band, just as in the polaron ase.
For weak ele tron-phonon ouplings the bare intera tion between two ele trons an be approximated by an
instantaneous ee tive intera tion (the frequen y dependen e of the phonon propagator may be negle ted). Consequently, it may be determined that the ele tron pair
binds for U . 2εp. In the adiabati limit, due to retardation ee ts asso iated with the latti e, the bipolaron
ondensation energy ∆bp remains positive for large values
of U . However, for U & 4εp , ∆bp stays small in the physially relevant part of the parameter spa e. This property
is independent of the bipolaron size, hara terizing both
the small and the large adiabati bipolarons.
Parti ularly interesting is the behavior of small light
bipolarons, whose ondensation energy is omparable to
the bare phonon energy ω0 . Under these onditions, one
nds that a ne balan e is a hieved between the adiabati ,
nonadiabati , and latti e oarsening ee ts. The role of
the Hubbard repulsion is to de rease the ee tive mass
mbp and to suppress ∆bp . In parti ular, for xed mbp ,
∆bp de reases monotoni ally with U . This implies that
the light bipolarons are most strongly bound when the
Hubbard repulsion is negligible.
Within the HH model, the ee tive repulsion between
individual bipolarons suppresses the phase separation at
low harge densities. Yet, the onditions under whi h a
strong fra tion of bipolarons an be observed are severely
restri ted by the temperature and total harge on entration. For low temperatures β∆bp ≪ 1, the relative on entration of bipolarons and polarons hanges in favor of the
former with in reasing total harge on entration. On the
other hand, for a given nite temperature and a vanishing
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total on entration, the system is driven into a polaroni
phase due to the loss in entropy asso iated with the formation of bipolarons.
This work was supported by the Croatian Government under
Proje ts 035 − 0000000 − 3187 and 119 − 1191458 − 0512.
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